Art of Goal Setting:
Building the Foundations
to Achieve your Dreams
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THE SECRETS
ALL SUCCESSFUL
PEOPLE WISHED
THEY KNEW IN
THEIR YOUTH!

4

Success essentially boils down to reaching your goals. But before
you can achieve a goal you need to set the right goals, i.e., set the
goals that will successfully change your life for the better. You
will start feeling 100 times greater once you clearly identify what
it is that you REALLY want. And start planning how to achieve it.

“SUCCESS IS NOT FINAL, FAILURE IS
N O T FATA L . I T I S T H E C O U R A G E T O
C O N T I N U E T H AT C O U N T S ”
WINSTON CHURCHILL

The most important turning points in my life came after I
discovered that I was the one responsible for my own life and
actions. You cannot control everything that happens to you, but
it is 100% our own responsibility to NOT waste the opportunities
we are given.
Every so often studies are made of successful people, and the
result is always the same; successful people accept a huge
personal responsibility for their actions. When I accepted
complete responsibility for the things that I chose to do with my
life, instead of blaming others for my own lack of courage, it all
began to change.
Success essentially boils down to reaching your goals.
The next big step came for me, when I retired from my ballet
career and set out to start my own business. I discovered that
I didn’t have to follow the set goals others expected of me, like
following the strict route to becoming a professional ballerina.
I could choose to use my skills and abilities my way, to get the
things I wanted from life. Without really knowing what I was
doing, I sat down and wrote a 5-year plan of the things I wanted
to accomplish in this new stage of my life. I have since upgraded
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the list endlessly as I have learnt new things about myself, but
that’s not the point. The point is that at that point my whole life
had changed. Once I set the goals that I wanted to for myself, I
have successfully achieved almost all of them.
The final realisation came when I realised that; “Not knowing
a skill needed to achieve your goal is NOT an obstacle, but an
opportunity to learn something new.” If there is something you
need to achieve your goal, you can learn it — The truth is that
successful people are not born good at everything or with the
knowledge of every aspect of what they want, they learn along
the way. Successful people are life-long-learners, NOT super
humans. And what hundreds of thousands of people have done
(many who are less educated, intelligent, or brave than you), you
can do as well.
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NOT KNOWING A SKILL
NEEDED TO ACHIEVE
YOUR GOAL IS NOT
A N O B S TA C L E , B U T A N
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
S O M E T H I N G N E W.
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HOW TO
SET YOUR
GOALS
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1
DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT FROM THE YOUR
LIFE (EVEN THE SMALLEST DETAILS MATTER!)

Success is not a destination, and it looks different to everyone.
So start by imagining that there are no limitations on what
you do, what you want, or who you could be. Imagine that you
have all the time, money, friends and connections available in
the world. You have the education and experience in every field
connected to the goal you want to set for yourself. — What would
you choose to do? What would your perfect life be like?
To make it easier for you to visualise your goal here’s 4 areas of
life you should consider:
HEALTH
How would you like to feel? How would your health be?
(More energy? Better sex drive? Less stress?)
FAMILY AND LIFESTYLE
What kind of a lifestyle do you want? More time for yourself and
your family? Travel? Not worry about money anymore?
WEALTH
What is the number you want to earn this year, next year
and in 10 years?
LEGACY
How much would you like your net worth to increase over your
lifetime? How much would you accumulate and leave for your
children? How would you like to be remembered?
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The 30 Second Method – take 30 seconds to write down the first
three goals that comes to mind. The key is not to think about it to
trick your subconsciousness to reveal the three most important
goals that really matters to you.
Your answer to “The 30 Second Method” will give you an
accurate picture of what you really want in life. Prepare to be
surprised by yourself!
— Do it right now! (And write quickly).
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TAKE NOTES

Don’t underestimate the power of putting your goals in writing.
It will make them much clearer, defined, specific, detailed and
measurable. Note your goals down as if you were placing an
order for your goal at a restaurant; it must be specific enough for
the waiter to bring you what you want. So make your description
as clear and detailed as possible — even if it is only for yourself
to read.
Did you know? Only 3% of adults take the time to frequently write
down their goals, but they are the ones creating the jobs that
employ the remaining 97%.
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3
SET DEADLINES!

Have you ever found it difficult to get things done because they
don’t feel urgent? That’s because your mind needs deadlines to
force you to get things done and achieve your goals on time. —
Yes, you might get things done for a short while without clear
deadlines because you feel inspired trying something new. But in
the long run everyone needs them to stay productive.
NB: If you set yourself big goals, set sub-deadlines. It will help you
make your goals more manageable and achieve them faster.
For example you might want to get fitter and run 10K, but haven’t
really ran a distance like that before. Here you’d break it down
by running shorter distances, building it up to achieve your goal.
Now you know exactly what you need to do to achieve the goal.
What if you don’t achieve your goal by the deadline? Don’t worry,
you simply set a new deadline. And you will discover that the time
you have lost is nothing compared to the efficiency you get from
setting deadlines.
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4
IDENTIFY THE CHALLENGES STANDING
BETWEEN YOU AND THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
YOUR GOAL. WHAT IS MISSING FOR YOU TO
GET WHERE YOU WANT TO BE?

Here is one of the secrets that all successful people learn along
their journey: There’s always one thing that limits the speed at
which you achieve your goals and it’s different for everyone.
When you know that constraint, you can accelerate your
progression multiple times! — What is holding you back?
The 80/20 Rule
When it comes to the constraints slowing you down, at least 80%
of the obstacles holding you back from achieving your goals are
within yourself. Luckily, in 99% of the cases it’s just one simple
skill or set of knowledge that is easy to learn. The other 20% of
things holding you back from achieving your goals are on the
external factors outside your control. But successful people
learn to not spend their energy on the 20% they cannot change
anyway, and instead focus all their mental energy on the 80%
they can change: YOURSELF!
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5
IDENTIFY WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW FOR
ACHIEVING YOUR GOAL

Did you know that it’s NOT your weaknesses that sets the limit
on your success? The most successful people in the world are
those who understand their own limitations and make the most
of what they have. You can always seek help and assistance
from others. Therefore, you should always work on what you
need to know to get where you want to go. And NOT stress
about your weaknesses.
If there is such a thing as “learning to be successful” it is learning
to focus on what you need to achieve.
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FIND THE PEOPLE WHO CAN HELP YOU
ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

We don’t make it through life alone. Successful people know this.
So it’s important to make a list of all the people in your life that
you can work with to achieve your goal. Start with your friends
and family members, without their support your road to success
will be much longer. And identify people that can help you
achieve your goals. To achieve your goals you need the help and
support of all of these individuals.
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EVERY JOURNEY
BEGINS WITH
T H E F I R S T S T E P.
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7
MAKE A TO-DO LIST OF ALL THE THINGS YOU
NEED TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOAL

Recall the obstacles that you need to overcome. Now is the
time to structure those ideas into an action plan for how you will
develop the skills, knowledge and relationships you need on your
journey. Go through the previous steps again if necessary and
note down the steps you need to follow to achieve your goal.
(You are allowed to think of new things to add to complete your list.)
As you make up a list of everything needed to achieve your goal,
you will start seeing; that your dream is no longer out of your
reach, but clearly attainable. “Every journey begins with the first
step.” And “Rome wasn’t built in one day” — but it was built, only
one brick at the time!
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ORGANISATION: TURN YOUR LIST INTO AN
ACTIONABLE PLAN. ARRANGING ALL THE STEPS
THAT YOU HAVE SO FAR IDENTIFIED
BY PRIORITY

In what order should you execute your plan to reach your goal
fastest? How do you find out what is more important and what is
less important?
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TIP: Start with the easiest and most attainable subgoals — that will
give you a sense of accomplishment to fuel your efforts achieving
the more complex steps.
Here it’s important to remember the 80/20-Rule that says that;
“80% of your results come from 20% of your effort.” So the first 20%
of the time and effort you spend planning and organising your
goals, will get you 80% of the way there. — Don’t underestimate
the importance of planning!
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TURN YOUR PLAN INTO
A CONCRETE SCHEDULE

Organising your list into a series of steps with clear instructions
as to when each step should be carried out — from beginning
and all the way till you have reached your goal, is one of the most
important steps towards getting there. When you have properly
planned your road towards your goal, you increase your chance
of achieving your goal significantly.
Here’s what I want you to do now:
•

Plan every day, week and month leading up to your next
deadline in advance.

•

Use the end of each month to plan the next.

•

And similarly; plan each week (at least!) the weekend before.

•

And plan your day the evening before.

A careful and detailed plan will substantially decrease the
amount of work you need to accomplish your sub goals.
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10
ALWAYS KNOW YOUR MOST IMPORTANT
TASK OF THE DAY

When you set priorities for your day, you can keep riding the
wave of energy coming from seeing clear achievements every
single day. And you don’t risk feeling that you have accomplished
nothing by evening, the end of the week, month or year, because
you always did the most important first, instead of spending time
on less essential tasks.
TIP: Always end you day by asking yourself: “If I could only do just
one thing tomorrow and feel that I achieved what would it be?”
Whatever your answer to that question is, will be your first task of the
following day.
After that you proceed by asking: “What can I add to tomorrows
day to get the maximum achievement with the time I have?” Here
add what you can do and prioritise.
This helps you focus and concentrate on what’s important, you
will know exactly what to do to accomplish what you want to
accomplish. And you get peace of mind by knowing that you have
dedicated yourself to doing only those things that effectively get
you closer to your goal.
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11
DEVELOP SELF-DISCIPLINE
— IT’S A MATTER OF HABIT!

There is no such thing as will power. No matter how hard you
try, you will always slip back into your habits at one point of
another — it happens for everyone. So the key to developing selfdiscipline is to replace your bad habits with good ones.
That’s why I stress planning a day/week/month/year ahead. If
you do it consistently, it becomes a habit that you automatically
and unconsciously default to. You will select the most essential
tasks and pull them off single-mindedly, without diversion or
distraction, because you have made it a habit to do so — not
because you constantly spend mental energy forcing yourself to
do it.
The key to developing self-discipline is to replace your bad habits
with good ones.
The best technique to avoiding being distracted is to eliminate
distractions before hand such as mobile phones, — through
proper planning. This means that when you start with any task,
you are in a space without distractions and stay with your task
until it is done.
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12
PRACTICE VISUALISING YOUR GOALS

Visualising is not some mysterious “voodoo” technique. Rather it
is a very practical psychological technique of “getting in the zone”
where you are excited about the task you are about to begin.
Here’s how it works:
Start by imagining a clear, vivid, and emotional pictures of the goal
of the task. See it through your internal eye as if it was already a
reality, something you already have achieved. Imagine yourself
enjoying the accomplishment of this goal. Imagine yourself, slim,
wearing the type of clothes you want, in a new car, on a vacation
by the beach, living in a beautiful home… Whatever it is that you
dream of, that is the output of what you are about to work on, so
see that as your motivation for giving your best every time!
Visualising your goals, takes as little as a second to a few
moments. The more you practise the faster you will be able
to connect your upcoming task with the emotions that would
accompany the successful achievement of your goal.
Painting an emotional mental picture has an enormous impact
on your conscious and subconscious mind. Visualisation is
perhaps the most powerful tool available to you, that can help
you achieve your goals faster and with less procrastination and
energy along the way.
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13
EXERCISE SETTING GOALS

Every time you have a few moments free, you can take a blank
piece of paper and write the word “Goals” along with today’s
date. Underneath, write down 10 goals or more that you would
like to achieve in the following year. This will help your mind
focus in on achieving instead of worrying about set backs or
other negative emotions.
You want to focus on taking action, so your goals should
reflect that. Don’t just write down single words, but structure
full sentences:
Start with; “I…” — You are the one who are going to achieve your
goal, so make that part of your goal.
Then follow with a verb, i.e., the action you want to take, e.g.; “I
am…”, “I have…”
Next write what your want to achieve, e.g.; “I have the most
amazing body”
Here it’s important to not include at least one adjective describing
your goal, because that takes it from a mediocre goal to a
valuable goal worth striving for.
Finally, you end the goal statement with a deadline (when you
want to achieve this goal), e.g.; “I have the most amazing body in
2 years.”, “I earn <specific sum> by the end of this year.”
Writing is this way to tell yourself how it will be instead of how you
want it to be. This will significantly affect how you think about your
goals by positing yourself as the active subject of reaching them.
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14
FIND YOUR ONE ULTIMATE GOAL

By following the steps in this guide, you will learn much about
yourself and what you really want to achieve. But to find your
grand ultimate goal, you need to search deeper than what a quick
exercise can tell you.
You now have a lot of individual and connected goals, but to find
the overarching goal connecting them all together you need to
find the one thing they all have in common. A good way to start
structuring your thoughts about this is to take a blank sheet of
paper and write down all the goals you have set yourself so far.
Now you start drawing lines between goals that overlap; maybe
a few goals require you to learn the same skill, maybe others will
connect to fulfil your financial goals, etc.
To find your grand ultimate goal, you need to search deeper than
what a quick exercise can tell you.
You will now see a mind map appearing in front of you with lines
going in all directions. But keep finding connections until you will
see most of the lines running to one central goal. This goal will
most likely be the overall goal you need to work towards to make
your plans for your life become reality.
You can now restructure your mind map into a pyramid with
your ultimate goal on the top with all of your sub goals ordered
underneath. And now you can visualise your progress towards
the big goal whenever your work on your daily, weekly, or yearly
sub goals.
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CONCLUSION
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Achieving your goals takes planning and dedication, but it does
not need to require as much work or time as you think. By going
through the steps above, you hopefully see that the proper
planning can bring you closer to your goal in just a few hours
than years of hard work without a clear aim could.
The most important thing is to focus on the tasks that get you
closer to what you want to achieve and not waste time on things
that doesn’t matter. Or worse, waste your energy on the things
you cannot change.
Failures and disappointments are part of life. Always have been,
always will. But the difference between those who achieve their
goals and those who don’t, is that the successful don’t waste
their time on the things that didn’t work. They move on quickly
and concentrate on the things that do. Every failure is just an
opportunity to learn, always remember that.
With proper planning and dedication to build sustainable
“success habits” you will be on your way to successfully
achieving your goals. So begin the right way first time, and you
will accomplish more in the next few weeks and months than
most people accomplish in years.

The time to take action is NOW and the best place
to begin is HERE!
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